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About This Game

About the Game

In How to Shoot a Criminal, you investigate a famous newspaper in the 1930's era. You must find definite proof of wrongdoing
with the help of the game's search engine in order to sink the newspaper down.

Aaron Williams is an ambitious editor in chief in charge of the Revenge, a newspaper bent on revealing the truth at all costs.
This noble mission becomes harder and harder to accomplish as politics, economics and inner dissension within the newspaper
staff gets in the way. It will test the mettle of the editing team of the Revenge, and ultimately will reveal the true nature of some

of its members.
The Revenge's motives have been corrupted by Aaron's ambition, a criminal by association.

Your part in the story

It will take you, interpreting Scarlett, a talented and passionate journalist who is part of the inner circle, to explore the various
articles of the Revenge to find a way to bring down its tyrannical editor in chief.

Plunge into an era and a scandalous story that will make the headlines, as you uncover the dark secrets of the Revenge. Search
for key words, and the truth behind the different affairs covered by the newspaper.

Find a way to succeed in bringing the whole paper down.
How to shoot a criminal is a harder idea to achieve than to entertain.
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Trailer music:
"Serpentine Trek"

Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)
Licensed under Creative Commons: By Attribution 3.0

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Title: How to shoot a criminal
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Pandorica
Publisher:
Pandorica
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 M380

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 650

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible directX

English,French
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The Amtrak Dash 8 is a bit of a weird one for me personally. I have no idea why I like it so much, but I remember back in the
days of MSTS, (2001) being really jealous of the AI getting to drive that poorly modeled, Pepsi can, Dash 8... Now in 2017, I
can finally drive a high quality, legit version of this engine. So how is the Amtrak Dash 8, and do I still like it as much as I used
too?

To answer those question shortly, it\u2019s about a 9 out of 10 DLC for train sim, and yes, yes I do. The Dash 8 has all the
modern details you\u2019ve come to expect from DTG, include a FPS reducing cab light, operating doors in the cab, and even a
toilet for any emergency defecation situations that might occur for your virtual driver. All the lights work as expected, although
the ditch lights are a bit hard to turn on. It comes with 2 paint schemes, one being the early 2000 era Pepsi can, and the other
being the more modern, darker blue paint job. And it comes with a ton of Superliner coaches, just in case you want to use this
Locomotive on a route on the west coast. And of course, you\u2019ve got the missions for the West Palm Beach route, which
work as intended.

All in all, it\u2019s a great locomotive, and I recommend it.. Just please don't buy this game, is just trash.... I bought Clash of
Heroes mostly because I'm a completionist and already own the Might & Magic, Heroes of, and Heroes Chronicles series in
their entirety. I didn't expect much, but I'm really having a good time playing it. It's definitely my favorite color-matching game
of all that I've tried. I definitely recommend giving it a go.. 2d stage based beat em up featuring an innocent forest elf fairy girl
with no lewdness or deviance.. I liked the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay is not for the people whose not so called
"speedrunners" (which i am not anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like it though.. tl/dr: Diamond in the rough,
but still a good WW2 naval combat game.

I've been looking for a good modern naval combat game for a while but unfortunately a lot of them were not very good. I've had
to content myself with the naval battles in the Total War series for a long, long time, and even those were pretty limited.
Fortunately that time has ended and there's finally a naval game that's got sea legs.

Victory at Sea is a well executed game on one of the best eras of naval combat, WW2. You get the standard cruisers and
battleships with their booming big guns. Quick but fragile destroyers that can cripple even the largest ships with a spread of
torpedoes, but could be blown apart by a single salvo from a battleship. Submarines that lurk in the depths and can torpedo
battleships with impunity, but are sitting ducks against destroyers with depth charges. And the new king of the ocean, the
aircraft carrier which can sink any ship well beyond the range of even the biggest guns, but are no better than a lightly armed
cargo ship when all their strike planes are shot down. Victory at Sea has all these and presents them in a way that is fun and easy
to get into, but can get surprisingly deep as you confront larger and larger enemy fleets.

The core of the game is ship to ship combat, where you can control a fleet of up to 20 ships against an AI controlled enemy
fleet. The battles are also pausable, so you can take a look at how the battle is progressing, and change the fleet's orders while
the game is paused. You can give individual ships orders to attack a particular target, you can group up a number of ships and
give them orders and watch your fleet duke it out with the enemy. And best of all, you can get manual control over a ship
yourself, controlling its speed and heading as well as its weapon systems.

Manual control is where the game comes to its own. Its not just a matter of pointing at an enemy ship and seeing your gun
batteries pummel it to oblivion. To be the most effective you need to manually tell the guns where to shoot, which means firing
at the empty water ahead of the enemy ship to make sure the shells you fire actually hit the ship as the shells come back down to
sea level. This applies to torpedoes as well. Taking this further, you can take manual control of the lead ship in formation, and
lead the line of battle, The game is at its best when you are leading a line of cruisers and battleships across the T of a superior
enemy fleet, trying to maneuver so you can bring the most guns to bear on the enemy while minimizing the amount of return
fire that the enemy can give, and dodging enemy torpedoes all the while. There's a great feeling of satisfaction when you take
down a fleet twice your size with adept maneuvering and accurate gunnery.

Aircraft carriers though, change the game completely. As in real life, once you and the enemy both field aircraft carriers every
other ship becomes either a screen or an escort as you send your planes off to sink the enemy's most valuable ships. They do
however have a weakness: once their planes are taken out (either by your own fighters or by concentrated AA fire) they become
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no better than lightly armed fast cargo ships, and can be gunned down by your battleships and cruisers with impunity. Aircraft
are very very fragile as well, so you can't just send a flight of dive and torpedo bombers into the thick of an enemy formation
and expect many of them to come back. Carrier battles become a game of eliminating the enemy's planes, then sending your
own planes out to take out as many ships as possible, and then finally sending out the rest of the fleet to mop up whatever is left.
This makes carrier battles less fun, as you spend most of the time looking at the tactical map and making sure your carriers stay
out of range of enemy guns and remain properly screened.

I can't blame the game much for that though, as carriers did change naval warfare in real life in the same way, making naval
battles less about crossing the T and more about plotting flight paths for the strike aircraft. I just wish that there was more depth
to carrier battles, like allowing you to change your plane's targets and waypoints once they are sent out, which would allow you
to do a feint in one direction while sending in the real attack from another direction.

What the game is not, though, is a hardcore sim. There are no looking at temperature gauges to look for thermal layers, there's
no damage control or manually plotting torpedo depth, spread and targeting solutions, or manually setting artillery facing and
elevation. The engagement distances are also way, way too close for actual carrier combat (though that may be for the best). The
combat is point and click, but is done in a way that is sufficiently deep that tactical considerations in real life (crossing the T,
screening the carriers) still matter. The game is closer to Total War's naval battles than it is to Fleet Command.

The game, however, still has its rough edges. The UI can be a bit inconsistent and unintuitive, being more similar to simpler
console-style games than a full blown PC RTS, though it seems to be getting better as the game is patched. The menus in the
campaign are definitely this way, which huge font sizes and ship lists that go from left to right instead of top-down, forcing you
to click the left/right buttons or manually use the horizontal scroll bar instead of just having vertically scrolling lists that have
both the advantage of displaying more ships and working intuitively with the scroll wheel. The game's frame rate also seems to
be a lot lower than it should be, given the quality of its graphics. The graphics themselves are competent, but not eye-popping,
with the odd ship model-reuse here and there. They are, however, much better than staring at map screens that you usually end
up with when playing more realistic naval combat games. The enemy AI can also be a bit weak, sometimes sending its ships to
you piecemeal instead of attacking in formation, and at other times their destroyers stay in formation with much slower ships
for no reason, making them a lot easier to kill. The game is still getting patches though, and is still getting better so hopefully
these rough edges will be polished off as time goes by.

Victory at Sea is a competently made game about WW2 naval combat, presenting the tactical rock-paper-scissors of battleships-
carriers-destroyers/submarines in a way that is fun and easy to get into, but can get surprisingly (and realistically) deep once the
difficulty ramps up. It has its rough edges but they are being polished off as the game is patched. In any case the core gameplay
is sufficiently engaging to make it worth it despite its shortcomings. If you’ve been looking for a good non-sim modern naval
combat game, Victory at Sea might just be the game for you.
. Funny puzzle platformer for time killing.. The game is not really a life sim, but a clicker. Linear plot progression that dictates
what happens to you that doesn't involve clicking, and no real ending to speak of. Played around 80 minutes and unlocked all
achievements bar a hidden, the last hour was basically clicking the same option 99 times, refreshing health, and then doing it
again, etc etc.. Awesome fractals that you can change in real-time.. simple defense game its good
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White Mirror while admittedly not the worst game i have ever played it is very far from the best. it doesnt look horrible and the
controls are funtional. crashes were minimal and i only encountered one real glitch. not very scary but the atmosphere is there.
the jumpscares are scarce and far between. the audio scares are pretty well done,the whispering voices the guttural "GET OUT"
were chilling. the dialogue\/plot is broken at best. if you can figure out what the hell is going on in the game let me know pretty
please. the ending was awful i cant even explain just how bad it was, i guess watch my video at the end to see.

*It's short(not short enough though lol).
*the dialogue is indecipherable i assume due to being lost in translation.
*the plot is just a mess i have no idea what was going on from beginning to end.
*the puzzles are not puzzles all you do is memorize the passcodes.
*there are no mirrors in the game even though the game is called White Mirror and mirrors are referenced heavily.
*there isnt enough terror in the game to call it a horror game. there was only one moment when i was generally frightened.
*if you like cheaply made b-movies then this game will tickle your fancy slightly...maybe...hopefully
*the ending was horrible there was no warning just out of nowhere BAM done. i feel more confused after playing than when i
began if that is even possible.

if you are still considering buying this game grab it while its cheap to avoid the bitter taste of disappointment.
here is my gameplay video if you want to watch me play it to the best of my meager ability >>> 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V0wswxMKzh4. Buggy, laggy, not very easy to control and understand.. Another
imaginative, beautiful set of music - released alongside a free major update!
You simply owe it to yourself to have this. Tip the developer and get some good music.. not working

how can i fix it?. Uncen is love, uncen is life!!!. Simple and I very enjoying stage by stage.
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